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Abstract—In current scenario a huge amount of data is 

introduced over the web, because data introduced by the 

various sources, that data contains heterogeneity in na-

ture.  Data extraction is one of the major tasks in data 

mining. In various techniques for data extraction have 

been proposed from the past, which provides functionali-

ty to extract data like Collaborative Adaptive Data Shar-

ing (CADS), pay-as-you-go etc. The drawbacks associat-

ed with these techniques is that, it is not able to provide 

global solution for the user. Through these techniques to 

get accurate search result user need to know all the de-

tails whatever he want to search. In this paper we have 

proposed a new searching technique “Enhanced Collabo-

rative Adaptive Data Sharing Platform (ECADS)” in  

which predefined queries are provided to the user to 

search data. In this technique some key words are pro-

vided to user related with the domain, for efficient data 

extraction task. These keywords are useful to user to  

write proper queries to search data in efficient way.  In  

this way it  provides an accurate, time efficient and a 

global search technique to search data. A comparison 

analysis for the existing and proposed technique is pre-

sented in result and analysis section.  That shows, pro-

posed technique provide better than the existing tech-

nique.     

 
Index Terms—CADS (Collaborative Adaptive Data 

Sharing Platform), Dynamic Forms, Dynamic Que-

ry,ECADS (Enhanced Collaborative Adaptive Data Shar-

ing Platform), Nepal Dataset, QCV. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In last decade, enormous amount of data is flooded 

over the internet and that data is collected and stored in 

databases in al over the world. That data comes from the 

various social networking sites and some other media. To  

get that data use it in  useful mean  information  and 

knowledge about that data is required. Data mining is the 

field where all the data and in formation about that data is 

fetched and useful informat ion is extracted. In data min-

ing various techniques are provided to extract useful in-

formation from that data. That data can be used in vari-

ous fields like telecommunication, banking, any crisis 

situation or some other means [3]. 

There are lots of software domains the place customers 

create and share information; for example, information  

blogs, scientific networks, social networking companies, 

or catastrophe management networks. Present under-

standing sharing instruments, like content admin istration 

software (e.g., Microsoft Share-point), permit  customers 

to share documents and annotate (tag) them in an ad-hoc 

approach. In a similar way, Google Base permits cus-

tomers to outline attributes for their objects or decide on 

from predefined templates. This annotation procedure 

can facilitate subsequent informat ion discovery. Many 

annotation techniques allow best “untyped” keyword 

annotation: for example, a consumer may annotate a cli-

mate record utilizing a tag equivalent to “Storm category 

3.” Annotation approaches that use attribute-worth pairs 

are on the whole more expressive, as they are able to 

contain ext ra know-how than untyped tactics. In such 

settings, the above know-how may also be entered as 

(Storm category, 3). A  recent line o f work towards utiliz-

ing more expressive queries that leverage such annota-

tions, is the “pay-as-you-go” querying approach in Data-

bases: In Databases, customers provide knowledge inte-

gration pointers at query time. The belief in such tech-

niques is that the info sources already contain structured 

expertise and the challenge is to match the question at-

tributes with the source attributes. Many methods, alt-

hough, do not even have the elemental “attribute-worth” 

annotation that will make a “pay-as you- go” querying 

possible. Annotations that use “attribute value” pairs 

require customers to be more principled of their annota-

tion efforts. Users should understand the underlying 

schema and discipline variet ies to use; they will have to 

also know when to make use of each and every of those 

fields. With schemas that usually  haven tens and even 

thousands of available fields to fill, this assignment be-

comes complicated and cumbersome. This results in in-

formation entry users ignoring such annotation capabili-

ties. Even supposing the procedure permits users to arbi-

trarily annotate the information with  such attribute-worth 

pairs, the users are commonly unwilling to participate in  

this project: The undertaking no longer simplest requires 

gigantic effort  but it also has doubtful usefulness for sub-

sequent searches sooner or later: who is going to make 
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use of an arbit rary, undefined in a normal schema, attrib-

ute type for future searches? However even when making  

use of a predetermined schema, when there are tens of 

potential fields that can be utilized, which of these fields 

are going to be priceless for looking the database sooner 

or later? 

In data min ing various predefined tools are provided to 

the user to extract valuable informat ion from that data. 

There are various methods like machine learn ing, or 

some other techniques are used to provide a way auto-

mated extract ion of the data.  Data mining is a 

knowledge discovery process which used to extract in-

formation from the various type of resource data and that 

data can be used for various applications. Generally  clas-

sification, regression, clustering are used to classify that 

data into different classes which provides a better identi-

fication for the data and also help in the process of ex-

traction [4]. 

In Classificat ion data classified  into different classes 

and then process of extraction is applied to extract data 

on the basis of that classificat ion. In that way data is 

classified into different classes and groups. That data 

used as a training data too train untrained data and class i-

fy untrained data into different classes. In that that data 

can be used for various type of decision making [5]. 

There are various type of techniques are presented by 

the various researchers to provide better classification for 

that data. Like there are various type of platforms are 

provided by the Google to manage and define measures 

for objects. Thus that helps to classify data into various 

classes[7]. 

CADS [1] provides cost effective and good solution to 

help efficient search result. The goal of CADS is to sup-

port a process that creates nicely annotated documents 

that can be immediately useful for commonly issued 

semi-structured queries of end user. 

Annotation methods that use attribute-value dyads 

square measure usually additional communicatory, as 

they'll contain additional data than untyped approaches. 

A recent lines of labor towards utilizing additional co m-

municatory queries that leverage such annotations, is that 

the “pay- as-you-go” querying strategy in knowledge 

areas: In knowledge spaces, users give knowledge inte-

gration hintsat question time. The position such systems 

is that the data supplies already contain structured infor-

mat ion and therefore the quandary is to match the ques-

tion attributes with the source attributes. 

Even if the system permits users to annotate the in-

formation with such attribute-value pairs, the users 

square measure typically unwilling to perform the task. 

Such difficult ies results in terribly basic annotations that 

is typically restricted to straight forward keywords. Such 

straight forward annotations create the analysis and que-

rying of the info cumbersome. User‟s square measure 

typically restricted to plain keyword searches, or has 

access to terribly basic annotation fields, like “creation  

date” and “size of document”., we tend to propose CADS 

(Collaborative adaptive information Sharing) platform 

that is associate “annotate-as-you-create” infrastructure 

that facilitates fielded informat ion annotation. A key con-

tribution of our system is the direct use of the question 

employment to direct the annotation method, additionally  

to examin ing the content of the document. Our aim is to 

rank the annotation of documents towards generating 

attribute names and attribute values for attributes can that 

may  typically employed by querying users and these at-

tribute values will give best potential results to the user 

whereby users will ought to deal solely with relevant 

result. 

In this paper a new technique called enhanced collabo-

rative data sharing (ECADS) is presented. In that tech-

nique various predefined tools and key words are provid-

ed to the used to search data from a large dataset, in ex-

isting technique there is no  global solution is provided to  

the user. In existing technique provide a mechanism to  

search data in which used need to have prior knowledge 

about the structure of the system thus a new technique is 

presented in this paper which  provides more accurate 

search results as compare to the other technique. 

A short description of proposed technique presented 

below: 

First user need to select field which he want to search 

data. 

Suggestions for the search keywords are provided to  

the user which he can used to form query for search data. 

An easy and flexible select ion mechanis m is provided to 

select keyword and an automatic query can be formed to 

provide better search result for the user.A comparison of 

the search resultsfor existing and proposed techniques is 

presented in result and analysis section which shows that 

proposed technique provides accurate and time efficient 

search results in context of search. 

The rest of the paper organizes as follows: in section II, 

a brief literature review over the techniques which used 

to provide solution to search data is presented. A related 

work which shows, a description over the CADS tech-

nique for search data is presented in section III. In sec-

tion IV a description over the proposed technique is pre-

sented. In section V, experimental setup and result analy-

sis for the proposed technique is presented. An evalua-

tionof the results for proposed and existing technique is 

presented in VI. Section VII concludes the paper. 

 

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

In [2] pay as you go user feedback system based tech-

nique is presented to provide feedback for the data space 

system. A technique is provided which provides a pay- 

as- you- go query technique in data space is presented. 

That technique uses queries which take annotations to 

provide an efficient query technique to search data, inn 

that data space user provides hints to user to search data. 

But in that technique a pre assumption consider that user 

have all the structured information of the searched data 

there is a problem is occurs which is to match the query 

attribute to the source attribute. 

In [3] a technique is proposed to provide a framework  

for fast disaster recovery in the business community in-

formation network. In that a crisis management system 

and disaster recovery system is used to provide is used. 
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These systems provide a technique to deal situation 

where crisis occurs and merge it to the natural calamity. 

There are various techniques are used to provide a 

framework to recover and prevent these issues. A proper 

solution is required for such problem. The technique pre-

sents in this paper resolves the issues related to these 

problems. 

In [6] an ensemble technique called random K-label-

sets (RAKEL) is presented which provides a multi-label 

classification for the data. In that technique (RAKEL) 

first each ensemble div ided into labeled subsets and then 

a single label classifier is learned to provide a combine 

results for these classifier as a power set of these subsets. 

By the use of label correlation, single label classifier and 

single label classifiers are applied  to over the subsets in a 

controlled way, with limited no of data per label. In that 

technique correlation used between tags to annotate the 

label. But there is collaborative annotation mechanism is 

provided. 

In [10]. Procedure to learn about the objects that re-

quire annotation by the use of studying from a set of until 

now annotated records. This as a rule requires the mark-

up of a big  assortment of files . The MnM system, for 

illustration, was developed to examine how this venture 

would be facilitated for domain experts. Comfortably  

marking a number of files just isn't ample; the items 

marked have obtained to be excellent examples of the 

types of contexts in which the gadgets are found out.  

Discovering the right mixture of e xemplar records is a 

more d ifficu lt venture for non IE specialists than the 

time-ingesting work of marking up a pattern of records. 

Melita addressed this predicament through suggesting the 

best mixture of records fo r annotation. Unsupervised 

programs, like  Armadillo, are starting to deal with these 

challenges via explo iting unsupervised finding out ap-

proaches. PANKOW  (used in  OntoMat), for instance, 

demonstrates how the distribution of distinct patterns on 

the internet can be used as evidence so that you could 

approximate the formal annotation of entities in web  

pages through a princip le of „annotation through maxi-

mal (syntactic) proof‟. For illustration, the number of 

events the phrase “cities reminiscent of Paris” occurs on 

web websites, would  provide one piece of p roof that Par-

is is a town, which would be considered inside the mild  

of counts of exceptional patterns containing “Paris”.  

In [14], a  segmentation technique for the words in  

hand-written Gurumukhi script is presented. Segmenta-

tion of the words into characters is one of the challenging 

task to do that becomes more difficult when segmenting 

a handwritten script and touching characters. A water 

reservoir based technique is presented. If water is poured 

from top to the bottom of the character. That water stored 

at the cavity region of the character. Like if water poured 

from the top that region considered as top reservoir. To  

analyze that technique 300 hand written scripts are col-

lected from the Gurumukhi script.  

In [15], a data extract ion framework which uses a nat-

ural language processing based feedback extraction tech-

nique is  presented. In that  data is extracted from the  

 

feedbacks dataset to extract sematic relations in the do-

main ontology. Sematic analysis is the process under-

standing meaning of the words to which it represents, it  

the process of determin ing the meaning of the sentence 

on the basis of the word level meaning in the sentence.     

 

III.  RELATED WORK 

Existing work is done in this work format where the 

annotation scheme is being improved by CADS tech-

nique; Fig. 1 shows the mechanism how the existing flow 

is working. 

 

 

Fig.1. Flow-diagram for Existing technique. 

QV: Query value is the Suggest attributes based on the 

querying value component, which is similar to ranking  

attribute based on their popularity in the workload. 

CV: This is the content value attribute based on Sug-

gest attributes based on the content value. 

In [13] a CADS and USHER technique is presented to 

provide better performance to ext ract useful data from 

the raw data. CADS (Collaborative Adaptive Data Shar-

ing Platform) is a technique which provides a mechanis m 

to automatically generate query form and provide func-

tioning to search data from the raw data.  An USHER 

technique is used to enhance the quality of the results. 

Thus that technique resolves all the limitations of the 

existing technique and provide enhanced query to extract  

useful data from the raw data. 

In [1], an enhanced technique to search data from the 

large scale data is presented. A structure of the metadata 

is generated by analyzing the document which contains 

useful informat ion to ext ract data from a large scale data. 

A structured algorithm is presented that identifies the 

structured features which presents in the documents. 

Thus that technique called CADS provide4s an enhanced 

functionality to extract useful in formation from the large 

scale dataset that can be used in various applications.  
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A.  Issues with previous technique 

 In existing technique there is no suitable global s o-

lution is provided to the user to annotate and 

search data.  

 In existing technique solution provided only can 

be handled by the user who is aware off the tech-

nique or belongs from technical stream. But  in  

case of nontechnical person if they want to search 

data about the disaster management or crisis etc. it  

need to be known about the structure of the pro-

cess which not efficient way to done that process. 

 

An efficient technique is required to provide a global 

solution which enhance the efficiency of the on-demand 

Service which used to provide these information to the 

user. Some issues with the existing techniques are dis-

cussed below 

 

 There is no efficient technique is provided to the 

user. 

 Available techniques are more suitable for tech-

nical persons 

 To get accurate results, a proper query is required. 

 
 

IV.  PROPOSED WORK 

An improved CADS technique is presented, where an  

efficient query technique is provided to the user to search 

data. In that technique a frame work is provided by 

which any user can access the data efficiently. In that 

technique a predefined query generator is provided to the 

user to generate query for the search. Thus in that an ac-

curate query is provided to the user which helps to gen-

erate proper results. Suppose a user want to search any 

informat ion about any crisis, in that technique some pre-

defined keywords are provided to provide proper solu-

tion for the user. In that in that technique user have no 

need to know about the structure of the whole process or 

remember the whole query to search data. Thus in that 

way that technique resolves all issues which occurs in 

previous techniques. 

That technique provides better results than the other 

techniques. A description of the analysis result is pre-

sented which shows that proposed technique provides 

improved performance as compare to the existing tech-

niques. Precision, Recall and computation time taken as a 

parameter. 

In order to calcu late the precision and recall we have 

various parameter values from the dataset progress: 

Which are TP, FP, TN, and FN, which is getting in the 

form of confusion matrix? 

 

True positive rate (or sensitivity): TPR=TP/ (TP+FN) 

False positive rate: FPR=FP/ (FP+TN) 

 

 

 

 

True negative rate (or specificity): TNR=TN/ (FP+TN) 

False negative rate FNR=1−TPR 

 

Recall and precision are generally used to evaluate the 

performance of the technique in that results of the every 

technique is observed and used to provide a comparison 

of the performance of the various techniques to evaluate 

the performance of the technique. There are various 

techniques are used to retrieved the image.   

For query q, 

 

A (q) =A set of images in dataset 

B (q) =A set of images relevant to query 

Precision = A (q) ^B (q)/A (q) 

Recall=A (q) ^B (q)/B (q) 

 

Precision provides description about the images which  

are relevant to the query image, it is the ratio of no of 

relevant image to the retrieved image and recall is the 

ratio of the no. of relevant image to the query and to the 

no of relevant image in  the database. Thus these tech-

niques are used to evaluate the performance of the tech-

nique. Same in the case of text  or any search data. In  this 

fig. 2 show flow chart the step by step technique will be 

used. We will get less as less resources need to provide 

while the data need publish in  public. Th is  things we can  

perform with different retrieval technique on CADS. 

 

 

Fig.2. Flow Chart for ECADS Technique. 

Ecads Algorithm:- 

In order to perform the execution of the form based 

technique at querying side approach we have used the 

techniques which use the advantage of existing CADS 

approach.The Abbreviation usage in this document is 

described in this table 1: 
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Table 1. Shows the abbreviation and meaning 

Abbreviation Meaning and usage 

CV 
Content value, a data usage value from the 
existing dataset. 

QV 
Query value of the data, available attributes 

in dataset. 

QQV 
Query side or database side attribute value 
in the system. 

QCV 
A content value which is extracted from the 
database side. 

T  
Threshold value usage in proposed tech-
nique in order to generate form at query side 

based on the QQV. 

R The consider value output storage element. 

Qn 
Query table input. From first column to nth 

column in dataset. 

Ci-n 
Column indexing from i to n i.e. from i=0 or 
initialization to end of the column value 
from database end. 

Sds 
Sample dataset consider for the simulation 
environment. 

A(Q) It  is the set of values in dataset. 

 

[A]. ECADS Algorithm Pseudo CODE: 

For (Qi-n) 

{ 

Read data and process using technique Classification. 

Go to next; 

} 

Obtain QCV <- QQV 

Calculate the Score Waj; 

QCV<Qaj & QQV 

Content value=QCV= Value of (P (Aj|w))   

 

Calculation T 

Score value (T) =Maximum Average values Of (Value of 

(P (Aj|w)))                         

Sequentially process data   

T> value 

R put value 

Generate form and extraction data. 

 

[B]. ECADS Algorithm:- 

Input: SDS, Models. 

Output:  Query output & QCADS Form 

   Steps: 

Retrieve next Qi from column 1-n. 

 

In this step the first is going to load the dataset and 

then retrieve the column value from the init ial point to 

the end of column, data is going to read from the first 

column up to the end of column in order to read the value 

and follow it for the further work to generate dynamic 

form according to the condition and algorithm. 

Get the column and data value for each column ci Ca l-

culate QQV QCV. 

In  th is  step  first  the calcu lat ion  is  to  obtain  the 

knowledge about the column value which is query query-

ing value name is given, such that it is working at data 

 

base end the query value mechanism described in the 

existing paper. [1] And based on the query value for each  

query value its content value is going to obtained in this 

step. 

Here WAj be the set of queries in W that use Aj as one 

of the predicate conditions. 

 

P (Aj|w) = (|Waj|+1)/ (|Wa|+1)                  (1) 

 

Calculate QCV. 

 

The calculation of content value from the QQV is go-

ing to determine in this step such that it can categorize 

for the form generation suitability. 

 

Content value=QCV= Value of (P (Aj|w)          (2) 

 

Here with the help  of QQV we extract  the value of  

QCV. 

Constant or Calculate T .Where QCV is the maximum 

possible extraction of the all unseen values. 

Score value (T) is generated here – 

 

Score value (T) =Maximum Average valuesOf (Value of 

(P (Aj|w)))                                 (3) 

 

In this step a conclusion value for the form generation  

elig ibility , a threshold value based on the content value 

is calculated , and the best available value are consider to 

the further process using this mechanism. 

 

Sequentially process data   

T> value 

R put value 

 

In this process we evaluate the value and read it and if  

it found the QCV according to the T, it is going to con-

sider as final value fo r the form generation and storing in  

to a variable R, i.e. form generation attribute. 

 

Apply QCV 

Else 

Go to Step 1 

 

Finally in this step a query side form is generated in 

order to process the data available in form manner such 

that an efficient query technique can be apply in the da-

taset. 

 

V.  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP & RESULT ANALYSIS 

In order to work on our proposed work we have per-

formed our experimental setup and analysis using java 

API using JDK 8.0 where we have used swing api for 

design and other supporting api for implementing logical 

requirement for the algorithm and following results are 

produced while comparing the existing and proposed 

algorithm.
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Fig.3. File search module for ECADS. 

A NETBEANS IDE a simulator which provides de-

velopment environment to  develop projects in  java is 

used.  

In the proposed technique a global query  architecture 

to provide an enhanced query to search data is presented. 

In fig. 3. A query generation mechanism is presented. 

That provide keywords to build query to search data and 

enhance the performance of the whole search mechanis m.  

In existing technique, there is query generation mech-

anism is provided which degrades the performance of the 

whole search mechanis m. Because if user not aware 

about the technical aspects of the topic for which the 

search operation is performed, that is too difficu lt to 

build an accurate query for the search operation. That 

degrades the performance of the whole technique in  

terms of accuracy and efficiency. Thus an enhanced 

technique is presented in this paper.  

To implement the proposed technique a dataset of the 

earthquake in Nepal and disaster management is used. 

And an analysis over that data is performed to analyse 

the performance of the proposed technique.  

A statistical and graphical comparison for the search 

results provides by the existing and proposed technique 

is provided in this section. Precision, recall and execution  

time are taken as an evaluation parameter to evaluate the 

performance of the techniques.  

Table 2. Comparison of the existing technique and Proposed technique. 

Algo name 
TP  

Value 
FN  

Value 
FP  

Value 
TN 

Value 

Existing 
Approach 

53 8.0 67.0 22.0 

Proposed 

Approach 
53 37.0 38.0 22.0 

 

Upon getting following parameter we have calculated  

actual required parameter to compare technique such as 

precision, recall, computation timing from the two  dif-

ferent techniques and got the values mentioned in below 

table as statically analysis of result. In which we have got 

the less computation time of our proposed approach and 

required precision and recall value using Nepal dataset 

used in that project. 

In table 2, a calculat ion for the True Positive (TP),  

True negative (TN), False Positive (FP) and False Nega-

tive (FN).  

 

TP = correctly identified. 

 

TN = incorrectly identified. 

 

FP = correctly rejected. 

 

FN= incorrectly rejected. 

 

These values are used to calculated the precision and 

recall for the technique which taken  as a parameter to  

evaluate the performance of the technique. 

 

Precision = positive predictive values= TP/ (TP+FP). 

 

Recall = True Positive Rates= TP/ (TP+FN). 

 

A comparison of the precision, recall and computation 

time for the existing and propose technique is presented 

in Table 3. That shows proposed technique consumes 

less amount of t ime to provide search results for the que-

ry and comparison of the precision and recall shows that 

the proposed technique provides better search results as 

compare to the existing technique. That way proposed 

technique provides an enhanced mechanism to search 

data. 

Table 3. A statistical analysis of results for the proposed technique. 

Algorithm 
name 

Computation 
time 

(in ms) 
Precision (%) Recall (%) 

Existing 

approach 
25022 44.16 88.88 

Proposed 
approach 

9142 58.24 58.88 
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Fig.4. Result chart for Precision and Recall Value. 

A graphical comparison for the existing and proposed 

technique over the parameters called precision and recall 

is presented in Fig. 4, which shows that proposed tech
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nique provides accurate results in context  of search. We 

generate the auto query which uses  dynamic form based 

query and data accessing system. Recall and precision 

are generally used to evaluate the performance of the 

technique in that results of the every technique is ob-

served and used to provide a comparison of the perfor-

mance of the various techniques to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the technique.So all the evaluation process of 

query the dataset are always done using these two calcu-

lation. 

A graphical comparison over time is presented in Fig.  

5, which shows that the proposed technique taken small 

span of time to provide search results. So that user can 

remove from the burden of query formation, thus compu-

tation time can be reduced. We can definitely get good 

results in all computation time.   
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Fig.5. Graphical comparison over Execution time. 

In that way a search technique is provided to the user 

which provides time efficient and accurate search result 

in context of search. 

 

VI.  EVALUTION OF EXPERIMENTS 

To evaluate the performance of the technique precision 

and recall are generally used in case of search technique. 

A statistical and graphical analysis of the technique is 

presented in section V. That shows proposed technique 

provides better performance as compare to the other 

techniques.  

 

For query q, 

 

A (q) =A set of images in dataset 

B (q) =A set of images relevant to query 

 

Precision = A (q) ^B (q)/A (q) 

Recall=A (q) ^B (q)/B (q) 

 

Computation Time: 

Computation time is the length of time required to per-

form a computational process . Computation time can be 

represented as a sequence of time slots for performing  

computation on the various availab le segments of the 

services. The computation time is proportional to the 

number of services. 

A comparison analysis for the existing and proposed 

technique is presented in the section V. That shows pro-

posed technique provides an accurate and efficient mech-

anism to build an accurate query to perform search op-

eration data.  

 

VII.  CONCLUSION 

There are various techniques which used to search data 

in large dataset scenario, but these technique suffers 

some defects like high computation time, no global solu-

tion is provided etc. in existing technique to get accurate 

result for the search data a proper structure for that data 

is required. That is difficult to every user to know the 

internal structure thus a new technique is proposed in this 

paper. That technique provides predefined keywords to 

search the data is provided these keywords contains the 

informat ion which help user to search data and get result 

without knowing the structure of the whole system. In  

that way a simple common person who don‟t know any-

thing about the system can perform their search operation 

and get accurate result. A result analysis is presented in 

section V. which shows that proposed technique provides 

better results as compare to the other techniques. 
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